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INTRODUCTION

The characteristics of the industry 4.0 such as advanced manufacturing technologies, big data analyt-
ics, and efficient automation has changed the shape of manufacturing on the large scale. The industry 
4.0 has actually integrated human, objects, and machines with each other that has enabled dealing with 
complex manufacturing systems (Bauer, Hämmerle, Schlund, & Vocke, 2015). Such integration has been 
categorized into three classes i.e. horizontal, vertical, and end-to-end integration (Brettel, Friederichsen, 
Keller, & Rosenberg, 2014) where manufacturing industry has emerged as highly dynamic (Kagermann, 
Helbig, Hellinger, & Wahlster, 2013). Such dynamic manufacturing market requires manufacturer to 
deliver highly customized and high-quality products on an efficient and effective basis (de Sousa Jabbour, 
Jabbour, Godinho Filho, & Roubaud, 2018) where customary process and workflows are not suitable 
(Srai et al., 2016).

Enormous challenges such as poor quality products, low productivity, lack of innovation, low value-
added creation, high cost of production, weak infrastructure and issues in the regulatory framework/
policies hinder the manufacturers to compete and ultimately make their survival hard in the realm of 
fourth industrial revolution (Kemal, 2006; Khan & Turowski, 2016). There has been a lack of academic 
research in order to investigate and claim the enablers and inhibitors in this domain (Khan & Turowski, 
2016; Memon & Tahir, 2012). Fourth industrial revolution brings about simultaneously; the opportuni-
ties and challenges for manufacturers in parallel (Khan & Turowski, 2016). Challenges of industry 4.0 
varies across industries based on the nature of their operations.

Advancement in the technologies of industry 4.0 has shortened the life cycles of products than before, 
therefore large manufacturers need high level of innovation and swift response to customer’s require-
ments to compete (Khan & Turowski, 2016). Industry 4.0 results in the diverse product requirements of 
customers so that even with small demand of traditional products such as textiles and food, consumers 
exhibit diverse preferences for customization and quality products (Yousfi, Saidi, & Dey, 2016). There-
fore, the lack of innovation and diversification makes it difficult for large manufacturers to perform in 
today’s dynamic business environment. Given that the contemporary business landscape has changed 
with emergence of sophisticated and customized products with higher standard of quality and shorter 
life cycles of various technologies signifying that only manufacturers with innovative characteristics will 
compete (Kemal, 2006; Memon & Tahir, 2012). An efficient, dynamic, diversified and rapidly growing 
manufacturing sector ensures maximum value addition (Khan & Turowski, 2016; Yousfi et al., 2016).

ABSTRACT

Manufacturing plays a substantial role in the economic development of any country because of its multiplier 
impact on the growth of value addition. Currently, industry 4.0 requires manufacturers to deliver highly 
customized products without compromising on quality at a reduced life cycle. The objective of this study 
was to find out a solution for the optimum operation of manufacturing firms. By applying resource-based 
view, dynamic capability, and effectuation theory, this study has proposed an integrated framework of 
the organizational network, entrepreneurial bricolage, strategic agility and business performance in the 
context of the industry 4.0. Moreover, the positive effect of the organizational networks on the strategic 
agility ultimately improves the business performance of manufacturers. Furthermore, strategic agility 
is also claimed to play its role as mediator between organizational networks and business performance.
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